Sports Attack also makes quality professional baseball, softball, tennis & volleyball training equipment. Patent Applied For

SNAP ATTACK FOOTBALL MACHINE

P.O. Box 1529 · 2805 U.S. 40
Verdi, Nevada 89439
800.717.4251 | 775.345.2882

www.sportsattack.com

How the Snap Attack compares to the Competition

**FEATURE** | **SNAP ATTACK** | **COMPETITIVE UNITS**
--- | --- | ---
**THROWING DISTANCE** | 5 to 100 yards | 5 to 40 yards
**CHANGING FROM RIGHT TO LEFT HANDED SPIRALS (AND BACK)** | Spring loaded pin instantly locates precise position for each angle need labeled for right or left handed spirals and kick-offs. No settings or markings make adjustment random and difficult to find or repeat.
**PORTABILITY** | Two solid wide transporting wheels are always in place ready to roll. Must attach caddy wheels to move unit on and off field.
**WHEELS** | Solid, broad-surface football wheels. Air pressure tire requires constant attention.
**BALL CRADLE** | Holds ball in position for both right and left handed spirals and end-over-end. No tools or change of cradle required.
**SPEED CONTROL** | Controls are visible and safely accessible when machine is in operation. Controls are difficult to see and dangerous to access under spinning wheels.
**SAFETY** | Wheels are protected by guards. Exposed high-speed spinning wheels are unprotected.
**HEIGHT POSITION CHANGING FROM PASSING TO SNAPPIING** | You can change from passing stand to snapping position in seconds. No tools or legs required. Special legs required (must purchase separately).
**SNAPPING POSITION** | Realistic release point low to the ground. Legs lift release point off of ground.
**ACCURACY** | Exceptional solid wheels assure repeatability. Normal reliance upon air pressure.
**POWER** | Two direct motors-no power loss from complicated flexible shaft. One motor with flexible shaft.
**USE ON CARTS** | Universal cart post clamp available to attach the Snap Attack to any cart. Can attach to any cart.
**REMOTE CONTROL** | Yes | No
**USE WITH GENERATOR** | Yes | Yes
**LOCATING PIN** | Three precise positions provide identical spiral right, left, and over-end. None

“ I’ve been a head football coach for over 50 years and I’ve seen a lot of major changes in the game. As far as training equipment, Snap Attack is the best change to come along.”

**CHRIS PAPPAS**, Monterey Peninsula College & Executive Director California Community Colleges Football Coaches Association

**Football Accessories**

**Remote Control Accessory**
With the remote, the coach can control the tempo of the practice. He can call for the ball any time from any location on the field.
- Three positions: instant, 5 and 10 second delays
- Instant position allows on-command ball delivery with remote
- 5 and 10 second delay switch allows punter or extra-point holder and kicker to load machine, then get into position to receive ball. Machine will snap ball automatically with or without the use of the remote.
- Punter, holder or kicker can work alone with live snaps
- Coach can call for the snap in shotgun or pistol formations signal drills

**Universal Clamp for Carts**
Will attach the Snap Attack to any size round or square cart post up to 4”. Clamp allows for instant removal of the Snap Attack off of cart for use in snapping.

**Machine Cover**
Lightweight weatherproof vinyl cover will protect the Snap Attack during outside storage.

**Sports Attack also makes quality professional baseball, softball, tennis & volleyball training equipment.**
Pass, Punt and Kick-off Throwing Wheel Position Changes

**Pass**
- Universal cradle positions the ball for either passing, punting, snapping, or kick-offs. (No second cradle required for kick-offs.)
- Lever clamp and locating pin combine to make changing from left-hand to right-hand spirals and from spirals to kick-off, easy and quick.
- No tools required!

**Punt**
- Universal cradle positions the ball for either punting, snapping, or kick-offs. (No second cradle required for kick-offs.)
- Lever clamp and locating pin combine to make changing from left-hand to right-hand spirals and from spirals to kick-off, easy and quick.
- No tools required!

**Kick-off**
- Universal cradle positions the ball for either punting, snapping, or kick-offs. (No second cradle required for kick-offs.)
- Lever clamp and locating pin combine to make changing from left-hand to right-hand spirals and from spirals to kick-off, easy and quick.
- No tools required!

**Universal Ball Feed Cradle**
- Single wide-base ball end-over-end positions.
- Universal feed cradle allows cutting back to both punting/punting positions.
- Universal feed cradle allows cutting back to both punting/punting positions.
- Universal feed cradle allows cutting back to both punting/punting positions.
- Universal feed cradle allows cutting back to both punting/punting positions.

**Lever Clamp and Locating Pin**
- Combine to make changing from left-hand to right-hand spirals and from spirals to kick-off, easy and quick.
- No tools required!

**Passing Stand**
- Universal ball feed cradle allows easy one-touch adjustment of wheels to locate and lock throwing head to one of three exact positions.
- Universal ball feed cradle allows easy one-touch adjustment of wheels to locate and lock throwing head to one of three exact positions.
- Universal ball feed cradle allows easy one-touch adjustment of wheels to locate and lock throwing head to one of three exact positions.
- Universal ball feed cradle allows easy one-touch adjustment of wheels to locate and lock throwing head to one of three exact positions.

**Transporting Wheels**
- Large wheels make rolling machine easy. It is extremely portable!
- Large wheels make rolling machine easy. It is extremely portable!
- Large wheels make rolling machine easy. It is extremely portable!
- Large wheels make rolling machine easy. It is extremely portable!

**Pass & Kick Elevation Control**
- Locks elevation for precise repetition.
- Locks elevation for precise repetition.
- Locks elevation for precise repetition.
- Locks elevation for precise repetition.

**Passing Stand**
- Swivels machine to throwing head positions, punts, and kick-offs.
- Swivels machine to throwing head positions, punts, and kick-offs.
- Swivels machine to throwing head positions, punts, and kick-offs.
- Swivels machine to throwing head positions, punts, and kick-offs.

**Locating Pin**
- Aligned to pass, punt, and kick positions.
- Aligned to pass, punt, and kick positions.
- Aligned to pass, punt, and kick positions.
- Aligned to pass, punt, and kick positions.

**Universal Ball Feed Cradle**
- Single wide-base ball end-over-end positions.
- Single wide-base ball end-over-end positions.
- Single wide-base ball end-over-end positions.
- Single wide-base ball end-over-end positions.